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Aerial mapping work carried out as part of National Service in Britain
after World War Two later proved influential for Robert Ellis’s art.
Abstracted cities began to emerge as images in his painting a few years after his
migration to Auckland to work at the Elam School of Fine Arts in 1957. A visit
to Spain in 1961-62 triggered depictions of buildings seen through windows, then
roads and rivers were introduced as linear connectors in a series of gouaches and
ink drawings. Finally in 1964, under the influence of the landscape colours and
Aboriginal art seen on a visit to Australia, the motorway series was inaugurated.
Spaghetti cities overlaying orange plains and rivers dominated his work for the next
decade.Writing the foreword to the catalogue that accompanied Robert’s 1965
Barry Lett exhibition, Hamish Keith read portents of doom into these motorway
images: “The city in which we live, as young and small as it is, already demonstrates
the seeds of its eventual corruption. A hardening, as it were, of the urban arteries.”
Yet Ellis’s paintings seem much more celebratory than this. Buying his first vehicle
with the proceeds of the sale of some paintings in 1958, Ellis learned to drive on
Auckland’s now famously clogged motorways, which were then new and exciting.
The first one between Ellerslie and Mt Wellington had only been opened in 1953;
the next, from Great North Road to the Lincoln Bridge came into being as the
nascent Northwestern in 1955 and the third motorway, the mighty Southern,
shortened the journey from Mt Wellington to Wiri in 1956. In 1959 came the
ultimate symbol of modernity to crown the achievement of Auckland’s efficient road
system, the Harbour Bridge to the North Shore, where Ellis chose to live after 1970.
Marrying artist Elizabeth Mountain (Ngapuhi, Ngati Porou), an Elam graduate
from Kawakawa in the Bay of Islands, Ellis began to learn about Maori culture.
Traffic systems were superseded by depictions of beautiful Te Rawhiti Marae
and Rakaumangamanga (Cape Brett Peninsula northeast of Russell) from 1974
onwards in his work.
Though he retired as Professor and Head of the Painting Section at Elam
School of Fine Arts in 1994 (after a teaching career at The University of Auckland
that had spanned 37 years) Robert continues to paint and hold solo exhibitions
in Auckland. City with Orange River is currently on loan to the Whangarei Art
Museum as part of an exhibition of works by Buck Nin and Robert Ellis.

Robert Ellis (b.1929), City with the Orange River, 1966, oil and acrylic on board,
1552 x 1216mm.

Painting machine
An inquiry into the conversation
between art and contemporary
technology has earned Elam
student Simon Ingram one
of the University’s 2007 Best
Doctoral Thesis awards.
Simon’s thesis titled
“Painting as machine”,
develops the modernist notion
of the autonomous, selfmade artwork in relation to
painting as a constructional
and computationally based
self-organising system. It
includes machines made from
Lego robotics and generic
Simon Ingram with his “Painting Assemblage No. 2” in
the exhibition “Just Painting” works from the Chartwell
constructional materials to paint
collection curated by Natasha Conland, curator of
autonomously in oil paint with
Contemporary Art, Auckland Art Gallery. Photo by John
a brush, and paintings that use
McIver.
cellular automata as a method to
govern their decision-making process. Drawing on divergent strands of thought
(artificial life research, history, art history and theory), the project re-stages and
reinvents painting as a critical, contemporary project.
“Working with a model of painting as a machine allowed me to construct
an alternative painting history and made it possible to open painting up to new
conversations and new sets of knowledge,” says Simon. He entered the doctoral
programme in 2002 with eight years experience as an exhibiting artist, museum
worker, art writer and web-designer behind him. His project was supervised by
Elam School of Fine Arts senior lecturer Allan Smith (primary) and Department
of English Professor Wystan Curnow (secondary) and entailed a series of
investigations on post-industrial paintings’ interaction with mechanical and
computational systems of organisation and operation.

“The human brain is a beautiful work of art,” Professor of Anatomy Richard Faull told a crowded
Remuera Gallery on 4 May as he opened the exhibition 10 Renowned New Zealand Artists.
Organised by artist Agnes Wood (pictured here in front of her painting “Three Thin Men
Wearing Hats” with Richard Faull), the exhibition features specially commissioned work by
artists such as Helen Pollock, Jan Nigro, Jeff Thomson and Nigel Brown. All proceeds from the
exhibition will go to research into Neurological Diseases at The University of Auckland and by the
end of opening night more than 80 percent of the works had sold. The exhibition runs until 18
May. See www.remuera-gallery.co.nz

GENERAL STAFF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AWARDS
Application for these awards are now open. Visit http://www.auckland.ac.nz/uoa/for/
staff/admin_services/training/staff-development-opportunities/awards-scholarships-andfellowships/awards-scholarships-and-fellowships_home.cfmforfurtherinformationand
to access the official application form. The application period will close 31 May 2007.
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